1. Andrew Russell gave a talk at the New York State Mathematics Association of Two-Year Colleges (NYSMATYC) Fall 2010 Region IV Conference: The Critical Role of the Community College in Higher Education at Nassau Community College on Saturday, October 23, 2010.

2. G. Michael Guy presented preliminary results at the National Joint Mathematics Meetings in the MAA Session on Developmental Mathematics Education in New Orleans, LA on Saturday, January 9, 2011. Title of Presentation: Accelerated WARM UPS: Doing more with less time used differently. Remedial Arithmetic in as Little as 20 hours.

3. Jonathan Cornick, G. Michael Guy, Robert Holt and Andrew Russell presented our project at the Spring Convocation of Queensborough Community College College focused on “Are We Making a Difference? Using Research to Inform Practice”. Title of Presentation: Reforming Remedial Mathematics: An Evidence Based Approach.